Skydive Egypt 2022
Incredible Tandem Skydiving Adventure
November 1 – November 6

skydivehigh.com

Jump Like a Pharaoh

Watch Egypt Skydive Video

Make an incredible tandem skydive over one of the Seven Ancient Wonders of the World. Jump from a
military Hercules C-130 and land between the pyramids. No prior skydiving experience is required.

Watch Skydive Egypt Video

2022 Skydive Egypt – Jump Like a Pharaoh

When is the next Egypt Skydive? November 1 – November 6, 2022

FAQ

Where does it happen? The program begins and ends in Cairo, Egypt. Jumps take place at the Giza Pyramids.
Who can tandem jump? Almost any adult in reasonably good health who means height and weight restrictions.
Who are the jump staff? Tandem operations are conducted by the same experienced team behind the Everest
Skydive, using state-of-the-art, US-approved tandem parachuting equipment. You’ll jump with experienced
professionals, focused on your safety at all times.
What if I’d like to solo jump? To solo jump, you must have completed at least 100 skydives and have a valid Class B
skydiving license. Call 800-644-7382 for solo pricing and additional info.
What is the cost to tandem jump? $10,875 US per person includes jump services, use of equipment, one tandem
jump, jump video, hotel accommodations (single room for 5 nights), some meals and drop zone ground transfers.
Special two jump package available for $18,725. - Pricing subject to change. Different packages may be available.
What is not included? Travel to Egypt, tourist visa (about $25) trip insurance, additional meals, touring, optional
gratuities.
1-800-644-7382 1-941-346-2603 skydivehigh.com

Skydive Egypt Tandem Jumper Sample Itinerary
November 1 – 6, 2022
Day 1 Arrival
Arrive in Cairo, Egypt at own expense
Travel to event hotel

Watch Skydive Egypt Video

Days 2, 3 & 4 Designated Jump Days**
Arrive at Drop Zone on Assigned Day
Review and sign any necessary waivers
Group briefing and equipment fitting
Review of aircraft safety procedures and features
Individual training with assigned tandem master
Complete incredible Great Giza Tandem Skydive
Days 5 & 6 –Free Day for Sightseeing & Jump Back-Up Day - Depart Egypt
Note: Hotel room will be kept until check-out time on the 6th. American clients should plan to depart on an
“overnight flight” leaving after midnight on the 5th.
* Designated hotel may change, based on availability.
** You’ll be scheduled in advance to tandem jump on Day 2 or 3, with Day 4 serving as a weather back-up day.
***Option to depart Egypt early, if your skydive has been completed. No refund for any unused services.

Call 1-800-644-7382 or 1-941-346-2603

The Great Pyramids of Giza
See the Last Remaining Ancient Wonder of the World From the Air and Ground

The Giza Pyramid Complex lies on the outskirts of Cairo and consists of three pyramids, the Great Sphinx, several
cemeteries and an industrial complex.
“The Great Giza Pyramid”, officially known as The Pyramid of Khufu or Pyramid of Cheops, is the largest and oldest of
the three pyramids. It is believed to have been constructed between 2584 and 2561 BC and was the tallest man made
structure for over 4000 years. It is the only one of the Seven Ancient Wonders of the World still in existence today.

The Pyramid of Khafre (Chephren), is built on a slope, making it appear bigger than it is. The third and smallest
pyramid is known as Pyramid of Menkaure (Mycenrinus). Climbing on the pyramids is strictly prohibited but tourists
can purchase tickets to go inside the ancient tombs.

Information courtesy of Wikipedia and the Ancient History Encyclopedia
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Egypt skydivers will receive high-quality photos and video
captured by experienced camera flyers.

Skydive Hotel: Steinberger Pyramids Cairo*

* Hotel subject to change, based
on availability at time of booking.

Visiting Egypt - Helpful Travel Information
Courtesy of the Government’s Official Tourism Website

A Tourist Visa is required and can be applied for online. Americans can get them at the airport upon arrival in Egypt.
The typical cost is $25 plus a service fee and single-entry visas are valid for a period of three months. To obtain a visa,
your passport must have at least 8 months of validity remaining.
The official currency is the Egyptian Pound
Credit cards are not accepted everywhere, so you should be prepared to obtain local currency. This can be done at
the airport, at your hotel, or at convenient exchange offices.
Custom regulations dictate that a maximum of $10,000 US (or equivalent) can be taken into the country, or 5000
Egyptian currency (EGP).
Official taxi service is offered.
Tips are appreciated, but not an obligation in Egypt.
It is customary to bargain in shops and at the markets.
It is important to ask permission before taking photos, even in public. In some places, the taking of photos is
prohibited.
Call 800-644-7382 or 1-941-346-2603
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